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Abstract

In addition to meeting Government Policy on Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEOs), mining and mineral processing companies are increasing energy efficiency to reduce costs in the current financial conditions. One of the major issues with EEOs is the lack of data available on energy use, and more importantly the energy use linked to production data, that identify energy reduction opportunities.

As well as energy reduction, mining and mineral processing companies often struggle with the prediction of energy use, and are often penalised for under or over forecasting. Once again it is the lack of timely information that makes this prediction difficult.

This paper looks at expanding the use of a Manufacturing Execution Systems by integrating with Energy Solutions. This will provide automatic, timely information, at a granularity that makes it easier to identify EEOs, reduce energy costs, and better predict energy use in a mining and mineral processing operation.
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1. Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO)

Whilst not a universal rule, the relationship between maintenance and operations can often be less than harmonious. At a crisis meeting called to review why targets have not been met, the answer from operations might be “delays caused by equipment breakdowns and slow maintenance response”. On the other side of the coin, the maintenance accusation might be along the lines of “poor operating practices and lack of access for preventive work”. This type of situation can quickly become heated! Indeed, there may be partial answers on both sides of the debate, but the truth is hard to determine precisely because there are “sides”.

At the same time, competitive pressure has continued to intensify the demand for lower costs and higher output and social pressure has required improved environmental and safety performance. Thinkers on both sides of the operations/maintenance divide have thus long recognised the need to work together to improve and optimise plant performance and have developed a number of best management practices over the years. Both the financial and atmospheric climate are key discussion points in 2009. Mining and mineral processing companies are looking at both reducing energy use to lower costs, and to reduce emissions, particularly in light of any carbon emissions scheme that may be introduced. To achieve this, companies must have a clear understanding of their current energy use, and therefore require tools that will empower people to make decisions.

Governments are recognising the potential for energy efficiency, particularly in the mining sector. Many are introducing Energy Efficiency Opportunity (EEO) programs, which encourage large energy-using businesses to improve their energy efficiency by identifying, evaluating, and reporting publicly on cost effective energy savings opportunities.

Many governments are making participation in Energy Efficiency Opportunities mandatory for corporations that use more than 0.5 petajoules (PJ) of energy per year.

One of the reasons behind the EEO program is that Governments believe that increased uptake of cost-effective energy efficiency technologies and process, will help businesses maintain competitiveness under a carbon pollution reduction schemes as globally we move towards a low carbon economy.

As shown below in the Rio Tinto Diagram (from a Rio Tinto presentation at an EEO forum) there is a close relationship between emissions and energy use.

![Emissions and energy closely linked](image)

Figure 1: Rio Tinto’s link between Energy and Emissions (How Rio Tinto Addresses Energy Management. Energy efficiency opportunities –22nd May, Melbourne, 2008.)
Current Examples of EEOs in Australian Mining and Minerals Processing

As part of EEO programs, large energy users must complete EEO reports. These are posted publically on the company web sites and also government energy web sites.

One of the issues with EEO reporting is that there is an increasing “sameness” about the type of EEOs that mining companies are starting to identify in their operations.

For example common EEOs are:

- Reducing the lighting (lighting control systems)
- Reducing the energy used in air conditioning by changing the type of airconditioning
- Changing to variable speed drives to reduce energy
- Reducing energy related to compressed air leaks

The suggestions above provide savings, indeed quick win opportunities in the mining and mineral processing environment. The question in the next few years will be where to go next to reduce energy use.

We believe that operation teams will play a major role in the next level of energy reduction. Operations teams will be challenged to achieve target recoveries at the lowest energy consumption. The next level of energy savings will come from process and operations management changes, rather than more energy efficient drives or lighting changes.
2. Energy Forecasting and Events of Excess Energy Use

Introduction

In discussions with mining and mineral processing companies it became apparent that they are facing common problems as they attempt to do more using less energy. The challenge for mining and mineral processing companies is that they currently don’t have sufficient information to make decisions to reduce energy (identify EEOs), or forecast energy use accurately.

Complex energy forecasting tools are available to better forecast energy use, but don’t take into account the context of excess energy use, or the historical and future production data, therefore not delivery accurate forecasts.

Mining and mineral processing companies are investing in meters and enterprise Energy Management (EM) software to monitor and visualise/report on energy use. Providing information on energy use is only partially solving the problem of determining new opportunities to reduce energy use, and in turn comply with EEOs. Along with energy use, information’s required on what is actually happening in the plant at the time, in other words there has to be context supporting the energy use. For example near real time information like kWh/tonne or kWh/ounce of production.

Mining and mineral processing companies tend to have information systems that provide production and delay accounting (downtime) information, but do not combine or integrate with energy systems to provide more useful information. This level of information provides accurate forecast models and perhaps new EEOs. Production and downtime are obviously key factors in energy use, therefore integrating production and energy systems have potential benefits.

The integration of Energy Management (EM) with Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) can be given the general term Production Energy Optimisation (PEO).

The key problem that these companies face is timely access to accurate energy information. They either:

- do not have the information available at all  
  (example: either it is not captured, or a manual process and not available to everyone)
- the information is not granular enough, or  
  (example: there is insufficient power information for the entire facility)
- provide information that is isolated and has no context in with which it was used.  
  (example: energy figures do not link to what was actually happening in the plant)

Added to this, is the lack of ability to accurately forecast energy use. Both under and over forecasting energy use often results in financial penalties from utility companies or dedicated energy providers.

There is sufficient evidence to support the capacity for mining and mineral processing operations to reduce their energy use. The two following graphs from the US Department of Energy certainly indicate the opportunity exists.
Figure 3 looks at the top 10 energy intensive processes in coal, minerals and metals. It is no surprise that grinding is the largest energy intensive process.

Exhibit 3.
Energy-Saving Opportunity in U.S. Mining Industry for Top 10 Energy-Intensive Processes

Figure 3: Energy-Savings Opportunity in US Mining Industry for Top 10 Energy-Intensive Processes

Figure 4 is interesting in that it looks at the potential for energy savings for the coal, metals and mineral industries within the USA. The key observation from the graph is that where coal and metals have the potential to reduce their energy use by 17% and 21% respectively due to best practice, minerals has the potential to reduce it by 27%.

Exhibit 16.
U.S. Mining Industry Energy Bandwidth for Coal, Metal and Mineral Mining

Figure 4: U.S. Mining Industry Energy Bandwidth for Coal, Metal, and Mineral Mining
(Source: Mining Industry Energy Bandwidth Study, June 2007 by the U.S. Department of Energy)
A similar conclusion was made in a 2005 report by the Natural Resources of Canada where they benchmarked the energy consumption of open cut iron ore and gold mines.

In investigating iron ore in an open cut mine, it was reported that there was potential to reduce the mining costs (based on energy savings) by 36% and milling costs by 47%. For gold mining this estimate was reduced to a staggering 53% for milling.

Examples of Energy Events

If an MES is already collecting downtime information of large mining assets, along with production figures, it is efficient to integrate this with energy information to provide useful “energy eventing” information. This data can then be easily reported and visualised together. See figure 5.

There are many reasons why an increase in mill energy use could spike. For example, if the same throughput is required within a mill, and the feed material is a harder or more competent ore, energy use can increase by over 10%. This information about ore competency could be available historically in the MES.

Similarly if the grind size had to reduce by half to maintain recovery rates during flotation (due to liberation issues with an ore), energy will increase in excess of 10%, more likely to be a factor of four. Once again this information about liberation changes could be available historically in the MES.

In both these cases the integration of existing data into a Production Energy Optimisation (PEO), could provide visualisation in near real time with such parameters as energy/tonne, cost/tonne. PEO visualises downtime with energy information through drill down functionality to identify context with energy use. The real advantage comes with energy events; events where more or less than normal energy is used, without a reason.

Production Energy Optimisation systems support:

1. Automatically capturing events:
   a. Start and end time, duration, excess energy used
   b. Plus context information – material, product, grade, crew, shift,
   c. Automatically or manually split events

2. Knowing when your equipment is consuming too much energy and by how much
   a. When demand (kW) is over a target
   b. When kWh/ton is over target
Figure 5: Energy Events Graph

Figure 5 illustrates an “energy event” where over consumption of energy occurred. The MES captured context around this event and poor feed was attributed to the over consumption of energy.

Energy Forecasting

When failing to meet a forecast (either over or under) incurs monetary fines, tracking energy consumption against forecasts becomes very important. Mining and mineral processing companies need to accurately forecast energy consumption and have timely access to actual energy consumption so that decisions can be made.

Sophisticated mechanisms for modeling energy consumption are needed to generate a forecast. These models are available as part of an Energy Management solution and use regression and correlation based on ASHRAE Guideline 14. They assist in identifying the factors/drivers that affect energy consumption, and then develop algorithms that can forecast energy consumption. To do this type of modeling more effectively requires the production and downtime data that an MES provides.

Figure 6: Predicted Energy Use using Regression and Correlation Model

By integrating MES and EM systems, the energy model can easily be derived from historical process data, with the MES providing future process data like production plans, shift targets, and upstream feed grade.
3. Recommended Solution

Importance of Operations Data (already captured in MES)

The importance of the data already captured in the MES cannot be underestimated. The value lies in linking it with energy data. Many vendors are looking at providing energy solutions; however, the improved value proposition is not having an MES and an EM system, but an integrated Production Energy Optimisation solution.

Recommended Approach

By combining automatically captured data on production and downtime in the MES, and energy use in the EM system, energy efficiency benefits can be realised. To maximise the benefits, it is suggested that the information be not only combined but also displayed together. This type of integrated solution is already referred to as Production Energy Optimisation.

The best approach would be for the Production Optimisation Solution to enable:

- Real time Energy Consumption Reporting
- Forecasting of energy consumption based on certain parameters
- Establishment of optimal energy consumption target for each section of an operation
- Identification and quantification of all consumption above the target
- Discovery of root causes of over consumption
- Report on shift or daily consumption and over consumption events
- Real time calculation of sustainability KPIs such as kWh/tonne
- The provision of validated actual data to justify future capital expense and/or process changes

To systematically reduce energy consumption in the minerals processing environment, we recommend the following process:

- Identify the energy drives for your plant. E.g. material grades, recovery rates etc
- Report in real-time the energy consumption as well as the energy drivers
- Use an energy model to forecast the energy consumption based on the forecasts of your energy drivers
- Use this forecast to determine an energy target
- Identify and qualify all consumption above the target
- Analyse results to determine root causes of overconsumption

Over consumption may be caused by failing equipment and could be another trigger used to optimise maintenance programs.

Real-time metrics can also help to drive behavior. kWh/ounce can be easily calculated and displayed so that operators know how the plant is performing in terms of production and energy.

By collecting accurate records on the causes of energy consumption above target, this data can be used to support capital expenditure required to change process equipment.
Potential Energy Savings

In mining operations there is a need for real-time reporting and analysis. As with delay accounting, there is a requirement to empower operations people by providing the information in a form that they can easily interpret and act upon on a daily basis. Operations people know their plant and can help identify EEOs if they have timely information.

In looking at Production Energy Optimisation in the MMM industries, accurate, timely information is needed to create opportunities to reduce energy use. The US research illustrated graphically in Figures 3 and 4, is a great place to start to identify areas for energy savings through best practice.

Better information will make it easier for mining companies to identify these potential savings.
**Forecasting Energy Use**

Improved forecasting of energy use can provide two advantages:

1. Reduction in penalties for over or under forecast (usually based upon a shared grid)
2. Reduction in the gap between the provided power from a power plant, and the actual used (dedicated power plant), often called the “spinning excess”

1. **Improved Energy Forecasting to Reduce Costs**
   - Using forecasting algorithms, and by combining the energy information with production or downtime information, produces more accurate forecasts of energy use. This supports reductions in penalties for under or over forecasting.
   - Maximise the use of existing power infrastructure capacity and avoid overbuilding power infrastructure by having more accurate information.

2. **Forecasting and Understanding Energy Use to Reduce the Spinning Excess Created by the Power Plant**

   The example of a mining and mineral processing site that requires approximately 1.8 MW of power, where the dedicated power plant (run by a 3rd party) produces 2.7 MW and therefore a spinning excess of 0.9 MW. The company only pays for the 1.8 MW but has to pay for maintenance and fuel for the 2.7 MW.

   ![Figure 8: Reducing Spinning Excess Using Production Energy Optimisation Example](image)

   If sufficient information was known about why the peak loads occur (for example the starting sequence for the mills) the spinning excess could be reduced, therefore reducing the fuel and maintenance costs.

   Energy events may also be the reason for the size of the spinning excess. A better understanding of their root cause and prevention may also support the reduction of costs associated with spinning excess.
4. Conclusion

Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) are commonly used in mining and mineral processing companies, reporting key data and KPIs around production and downtime. Their information empowers managers to make decisions that may improve business excellence.

Energy Management (EM) solutions are increasingly being installed in mining and minerals processing companies to provide information for tracking operational consumption, forecasting consumption and providing information around energy quality. Like MES, the information provided is useful for better understanding energy consumption. The information empowers people to make decisions that may improve business outcomes by reducing energy use or better forecasting energy use.

Both MES and EM systems have their use in mining, by providing automated, accurate information in a timely manner. It is however the integration of both systems that will provide more value when endeavors are made to better understand energy use, and therefore potentially reduce energy use. The integration of MES and EM solution to form a Production Energy Optimisation (PEO) provides added value.

Using PEO energy events can be identified, the reasons for them understood, and perhaps preventative action put in place to reduce or stop them recurring as frequently.

PEO providing context with abnormal energy events are critical to understanding energy use and over/under performance. It is also useful in providing better forecasting in the high energy mining and mineral processing environments. In isolated mining environments a potential quick win on reducing energy could be found by using better forecasting and understanding of energy use to reduce the spinning excess of a power plant.
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